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Step #1: Setting Up a New Doc in Photoshop

FILE > NEW 

Click on the PRINT tab 

NAME YOUR DOC 

ORIENTATION needs to be 
switched to 11 X 8.5”

Click Create



Step #2: Making a Sky Layer 

Create a NEW LAYER

DOUBLE CLICK on the word Layer 1
> Label it SKY 



Choose 2 colors you want for the sky 
by clicking on the color swatch box

** A color window will show up
             > Choose 1st color 
             > Click OK
             > Select the 2nd color swatch 
                   Box
              > Choose your 2nd color 
              > Click OK



Click on your GRADIENT TOOL
** It may be HIDDEN UNDER your 

PAINT BUCKET TOOL **

At the top of your screen, you will see 
the color gradient you chose

NEXT to the color gradient are options 
for the look of your gradient - you can 
have the colors change by LINEAR or 

RADIALLY 

To apply the GRADIENT, simply CLICK 
& DRAG the mouse on your artboard 

** The length of the line will 
determine how much or how little 

the first color will show **



Step #3: Making Ground Layers 
Create another NEW LAYER 

Using your LASSO TOOL draw out 
your FOREGROUND - this will be the 

DARKEST ground layer 

You can either draw the land go 
across the entire artboard or have it 
broken up but either way, you must 
WRAP AROUND THE BOTTOM OF 

THE ARTBOARD 

Once you unclick, you will see your 
MARCHING ANTS form the shape 

you just created 

If you DO NOT LIKE IT, press 
CTRL D on the keyboard



Select the DARKEST color you would like for 
your FOREGROUND 

 Click on the TOP color swatch box
> Select color 

> Click OK

CLICK & HOLD your GRADIENT TOOL
> Select the PAINT BUCKET

Click inside the marching ants to fill in the 
shape



REPEAT this process ONLY if 
your FOREGROUND is 

BROKEN

LABEL your layer 
FOREGROUND



CREATE another NEW 
LAYER

LABEL your layer 
MIDDLE GROUND

Select your LASSO TOOL
> Draw your middle ground 

either going across the 
artboard or broken up



Select a SLIGHTLY LIGHTER 
color than the 

FOREGROUND

Choose your PAINT BUCKET 
TOOL

> Click INSIDE the marching 
ants 

REPEAT this process for ALL 
your GROUND LAYERS
> Colors get LIGHTER



Your MIDDLEGROUND  layer 
will COVER UP your 

FOREGROUND - 
To fix this, click on the 

FOREGROUND LAYER and 
DRAG ABOVE the SKY 

LAYER

** You know you can move 
the layer when a blue line 

appears **





CREATE another NEW LAYER

LABEL your layer 
BACKGROUND

Select your LASSO TOOL
> Draw your background either going across the artboard or 

broken up

FILL with a LIGHT COLOR

Arrange all your layers appropriately 
>looks like the ground is RECEDING, 

or GOING BACK into space



Work either ON the layer you 
want the HIGHLIGHT on OR 

make a NEW LAYER

Using your LASSO TOOL 
 CLICK & DRAG some funky 

lines either at the TOP of the or 
on ONE SIDE of the ground

(DEPENDS ON YOUR LIGHT SOURCE) 
    >WRAP AROUND IN SKY

>FILL in with a LIGHT color 
using your PAINT BUCKET

Repeat the process for 
however many layers you 

choose

Step #4: Creating Highlights 





Step #5: Adding Details 
You want to add details to your landscape so there is a FOCAL POINT

A FOCAL POINT is where your eye gets drawn to when someone                          
is looking at your artwork. 

DETAILS could be:

- clouds - Moon/Sun - Stars  

- Trees - Plants - Animals   -Hiker 



STEP 1 to making details 

EYEBALL OFF ALL LAYERS

CREATE a NEW LAYER



On the NEW LAYER

Click on FILTER 
> RENDER

         > TREE

Choose a tree or plant 
that MATCHES your 
landscape 

You can also 
adjust/edit the tree’s 
look by sliding any of 
the ADJUSTMENT 
BARS



Click the ADVANCED 
TAB

CHECK the TOP 2 
BOXES 

CHANGE the colors 
shown to BLACK so it 
turns to a 
SILHOUETTE



Choose a tree or 
plant that MATCHES 
your landscape 

You can also 
adjust/edit the tree’s 
look by sliding any of 
the ADJUSTMENT 
BARS

When you are done, 
click OK



A large image of 
your tree will 
appear - we want 
to turn this into a 
paintbrush 

Go to EDIT 
  > DEFINE 
BRUSH PRESET
**You should see 
the image in 
white in a new 
window, if not, try 
again ** 

CLICK OK



Now you can 
EYEBALL OFF 
this layer and 
EYEBALL ON 
ALL the other 
layers

CREATE another 
NEW LAYER 
  > LABEL TREE





Using your EYEDROPPER 
TOOL, select the 
GROUND COLOR you 
want the tree to sit on 

Using your PAINTBRUSH 
TOOL, you will be able to 
make multiple trees in 
whatever sizes you want 

[ makes brush BIGGER
] makes brush SMALLER

** Trees should get 
smaller as they get 

further away to show 
depth! **



If you want something 
besides a tree, you will need 

to go onto GOOGLE and 
find a HIGH QUALITY 

image you like 

** Clip art & Silhouettes 
work the best depending on 
what you are looking for **

COPY the Image

TURN OFF ALL EYEBALLS 

PASTE it onto a NEW 
LAYER 



Using your MAGIC WAND TOOL
REMOVE the BACKGROUND 

NEATLY

DESELECT the MARCHING 
ANTS by hitting 

CTRL D  on the keyboard



Go to EDIT 
   > DEFINE BRUSH  
        PRESET

Click OK 

Turn the EYEBALL OFF 
and TURN ON ALL 
LAYERS

CREATE a NEW LAYER 

Select the color you want 
Choose your 
PAINTBRUSH TOOL and 
Click wherever you want 
the brush stamp





Step #6: Saving Your Work 
When you finish you landscape, 

Go to FILE > SAVE AS 

SAVE AS PHOTOSHOP FILE

                 ** BE SURE TO SAVE TO YOUR DRIVE **

Go to FILE > SAVE AS 

          SAVE AS A JPEG 



Step #8: Submission
Submit to your Google 

Slides 

Answer the Reflection 
Questions


